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Description

My project has a requirement that several individual be notified via email of any change to issues in which they are involved. 

Individuals would choose the "types of issues" they are interested in.  When looking at the functionality Redmine currently has to

offer, it appears that what I call a "types of issue" is defined well as an "issue category".

Would it be possible to give users the ability to be notified upon the creation or modification of issues falling under the issue

categories they are interested in?  There are at least two angles in which this could be approached from a UI standpoint.  First, let a

user pick the project/category combinations they're interested in from their "My Account" pages.  Second, allow administrators to

select users to be notified from each issue category's edit page.

Sending the actual email notifications is another story...I don't know how complicated such a thing might be.

History

#1 - 2011-01-07 15:09 - Attila Antal

It could be a very good function. Some weeks ago we started to use Redmine, and we try to configure for our workflows. This is a very good

application, and this functionality colud be very good for us. The leaders could get notifications from different categories automatically. The users

cannot forget check in the notification flags, when create new issues.

#2 - 2011-01-07 15:49 - Attila Antal

Attila Antal wrote:

It could be a very good function. Some weeks ago we started to use Redmine, and we try to configure for our workflows. This is a very good

application, and this functionality colud be very good for us. The leaders could get notifications from different categories automatically. The users

cannot forget check in the notification flags, when creating new issues.

#3 - 2012-09-30 17:51 - yac yac

+1

#4 - 2013-10-16 09:04 - Dzianis Frydliand

+1
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